Astrocytes, as well as neurons, express a diversity of ion channels.
The electrophysiologist's view of brain astrocytes has changed markedly in recent years. In the past astrocytes were viewed as passive, K+ selective cells, but it is now evident that they are capable of expressing voltage- and ligand-activated channels previously thought to be restricted to neurons. The functional importance of most of these ion channels is not understood at present. However, from studies of astrocytes cultured from different species and brain regions, we learned that like their neuronal counterparts astrocytes are a heterogeneous group of brain cells showing similar heterogeneity in their ion-channel expression. Not only are subpopulations of astrocytes within areas of the brain equipped with specific sets of ion channels but, furthermore, regional heterogeneity is apparent. In addition, astrocyte ion channel expression is dynamic and changes during development. Some ion channels are only expressed postnatally, yet others appear to be expressed only during certain stages of development. Interestingly, the expression of some astrocyte channels, including Na+, Ca2+, and some K+ channels, appears to be controlled by neurons via mechanisms that are presently unknown. Some studies suggest roles for astrocyte channels in basic cell processes such as cell proliferation. Thus, although the role of some astrocyte channels remains unclear, our understanding of astrocyte physiology is starting to take shape and points towards roles of ion channels not involved in electrogenesis.